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1. Name of building, site, or find: Cuilalunn Cottage

2. Where is it / was it from?

Located on Kinchurdy Road, behind Cuilalunn House.

Grid Reference: 94l7t,t8757, Elevation 191M

3. When does it date to?

4. What is it? What was it used for?

Cuilalunn Cottage is a house built on sleeper foundations, used for storage only. lt is rendered
and painted in a ochre colour, with corrugated tin roof.

ln the late 193ds/early l9tt(/s Cuilalunn House was built by George Cumming, a retired guard on
the railway and after his death the house was occupied by his daughter Rosie Cumming, who
worked in the Post Office in Grantown. During the summer, she Iet out the house and moved into
Cuilalunn Coftage at the rear. {lnformation provided by George Keir in his "Memories of The Boat
from 1940")

5. What does it look like? / What are its dimensions? {if known)

The house is a single storey building which is rendered with a corrugated iron roof.

6. Why is it interesting and/or important?

It lies outside the main cluster of houses with sleeper foundations, although there are 2 buildings
within the neighbouring property, Glen Avon.

7. What is its context?
ls it typical or unusual for the local area? lt is one of several buildings with sleeper
foundations in the village of Boat of Garten. The majority of these are clustered on Spey
Avenue, both on the side of the road adjacent to the railway track (east) and also on the
opposite side of the road {west}.
ls it typical or unusual for the Highlands? Typical for railway villages
ls it typical or unusual for Scotland? Unknown

8. Where can people find further information about this site/buildingfind or similar ones (use back
of this sheet if necessary). At the least, refer to the HER number if there is one. References can
include books, articles, websites etc - but provide full detailsl
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9. lf possible supply a picture or a sketch.

Viewed from the font

Viewed from the rear

10. Append any additional information (HER printouts, photocopies of articles or related works etc

{make sure each is labelled).
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